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This is my reply to some member down the groups who mentioned the "Posen Speech" of Himmler. This lie has been long debunked, but the jews keep it afloat, in the context of 6 trillion lampshades.

_____

(((Censorship))) complaints.

Seriously, unless you are a troll, you could answer this question yourself. Even google nowadays supplies all the lazy, with a gateway to knowledge.

This so called 'speech' was created by voice generation technology. This has existed for roughly 50 years now. All you need is a few samples, and with the correct software and some engineers, you can create full fake speeches and full fake 'claims' to support anything. This is known to the secret agencies, and obviously to jews.

Especially for people who are public speakers, like Adolf Hitler or Heinrich Himmler, this is especially easy. However, the voice will always sound flattened/dead and the list goes, as the speech is generated by a computer and according to algorithm.

The SS meetings were always secret. There were no pocket recorders or anything at this time. How would they have recorded Himmler? With a giant, recording device, or a cable microphone hidden in some pocket? Supposedly this thing was, according to mainstream (((History))), a total secret operation, only known to Himmler and Hitler, as claimed by mainstream jewish historians. Again, endless lies and jewish contradictions to catch all fish in the sea, just in case.

This is no different than the 'gas chamber' hoax. The doors and even walls were leaking air, even the amount of time in conjunction to how much it takes to 'kill someone' by 'Zykon B', would need to be triple in order to kill the 6 gorillion the jews claim. It would take a century given all the factors. But of course, where there is heavy magick, facts go out of the window. Even today, killing people by alleged gassing, in the developed facilities we have is gladly impossible.

But it 1943 with the technology then, it would be extremely possible wouldn't it? Sounds as impossible as the pocket microphone that some secret Nazi SS used
to record the secret speech of Himmler. It’s an OY GEVALT situation from wherever one sees it, simply because these lies are too huge and only prey on emotion. If evidence comes in, off they go out of the window. This is why investigation in such has been criminalized.

The holohoax lies collapse onto their own self. You can also look around for your information. Satanism is about self-inquiry. If we go to answer every demand with all the supposed evidence that can be googled, we might as well write a bible and pass it around to people, and form xianity 2.0.

A thing to watch is also this, Ursula Haverbeck’s interview. This elderly woman is in jail because she dared 'question' the biggest lie in history, only second to xianity: The Shoah Business.

https://odysee.com/ ... n-The-Holocaust:5

Do we honestly think that the jews can't make up a speech? Also, the allies raved the archives of the Nazi and such a speech would be found, would be used in Nuremberg. Is it so hard that in a decent speech, we get someone for instance with a similar voice, pretending the record is a bit broken, to say anything whatsoever?

Another post of that is also here, by FourthReich666.

https://web.archive.org/ ... post24992.html

The Gods will answer to all of your questions and lead you to your answers. These answers are for you. We, we know the Truth so it's not our concern to 'make believe' with anyone randomly. The institute of historical review is a good place to start. You need to crisscross all the sources to get into an understanding.

Heinrich Himmler: The Fake Posen Jewish-Extermination Speech:

https://www.youtube.co ... hT8ES2g&t=67s
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